The purpose of this study was to investigate the characteristics of the types and tokens of predicates in storybooks and to provide suggestions on the use of storybook predicates in research and clinical practice. Methods: Twenty-six books from each age group of 0-2, 3-4, and 5-7 years were selected, totaling 78 storybooks. Morphological analysis was conducted on 5,388 utterances containing predicates including verbs (Verb), adjectives (Adj), auxiliary verbs (Aux Verb), auxiliary adjectives (Aux Adj), positive copular (P Copula), and negative copula (N Copula) in order to calculate the types and tokens of predicates across word classes and to determine the differences in the types and tokens of each word class across storybook age groups. Results: In the selected storybooks predicates represented 25.9% and 18.7% of the total types and tokens, respectively, with types and tokens increasing with age. The order of types from greatest to smallest across word classes was Verb > Adj > Aux Verb > Aux Adj > P Copula = N Copula and the frequency of tokens was Verb> Adj> Aux Verb> P Copula> Aux Adj > N Copula. Across storybook age groups both type and token frequency for verbs increased significantly with age and decreased significantly for adjectives, and for auxiliary predicates the types decreased significantly with age whereas the token frequency increased significantly with age. Conclusion: Results show that the type and token frequency of verbs and auxiliary verbs increases with age in these storybooks. Thus, storybooks provide a language input environment that may positively influence syntactic development in children.
연구 결과
Values are presented as the number of substantives/total (%). (100) Values are presented as the number (%). Verb = verb; Adj = adjective; Aux Verb = auxiliary verb; Aux Adj = auxiliary adjective; P Copula = positive copula; N Copula = negative copular. 
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